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After an incredible 15th Anniversary Rally between Copenhagen and Monaco, Gumball 3000 is revving things up for 2014. With a
route kicking off in South Beach, Miami and finishing in the party capital of Ibiza, the 2014 Rally is going to be our biggest yet ““ for the
drivers, and for the fans. Crossing two continents, via motor racing circuits, football stadiums and castles, 2014 Gumballers are
guaranteed the adventure of a lifetime. From the sunshine and parties of Miami, the cars will cruise through the state of Florida
towards Georgia and the famous Southern hospitality of Atlanta. 

New York provides the next stopover, where the drivers will enjoy a day of money-can´t-buy VIP hospitality, while all 120 supercars
will be loaded onto cargo planes and flown over the Atlantic to Scotland ““ with the Gumballers on private jets not far behind. Leaving
skyscrapers behind for lochs and highlands, drivers will roar through Scotland before heading south to the home of Gumball ““
London.

From there it´s across the channel to the slick chic of Paris, then through France and Spain to the stunning city of Barcelona. The
home stretch will be just a short drive and ferry ride to the finish line in Ibiza, ready for an explosive finale celebration weekend. 2014,
more than ever, will also be about the fans. Everywhere Gumball goes, thousands come out to catch a glimpse of the supercars and
superstars, and we want to thank them by hosting free public events. From beach concerts to VIP Kids Zones to skate demos to DJ
sets, mini festivals and car displays, there will be something for everyone in all of the Gumball city stops. Miami to Ibiza: Two
continents, five countries, 3000 miles, seven days.
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